Personalization
is Broken

The Aspiration of
Personalization
Why is personalization the goal for so
many brands? What is the purpose of
personalization?
Between the acceleration of digitallynative shopping experiences and the
seamless online shopping/in-store pick
up experiences that exploded in the
midst of the pandemic, consumers are
demanding more from brands. They
want experiences and offers that are
uniquely relevant to their lives, in that
exact moment. And this new breed of
consumer is ruthless when they aren't
getting the experience they want - 75%
of consumers have tried new brands
during COVID due to a poor customer
experience.
Clearly brands need to create better
engagement with their customers,
otherwise risk losing share-of-wallet to
their more digitally native e-commerce
competitors. One key way brands have
been trying to address these issues is
through personalization capabilities and
technologies. In fact, companies that
master personalization can increase
their growth rates by 6% to 10%.
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$70
BILLION
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SPENDING TO
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And research from BCG shows that
redirecting 25% of mass promotion
spending to personalized offers would
increase return on investment (ROI) by
200%, leading to a top-line growth
opportunity of more than $70 billion
annually. Personalized experiences,
offers or messages create a sense of
engagement with consumers, deepening
the relationship between brand and
customer.
So what’s the problem? The tools
brands are using today to create
personalization aren’t up to par, so
consumers are having the same poor
experiences over and over again. Like
receiving an alert from an airline about
booking your first trip post-COVID, when
you booked a flight two days before the
email hit your inbox. Or getting a $5 off
coupon in the mail, when you regularly
spend more than $100 with that brand
every time you shop.
These kinds of failed personalization
attempts turn consumers off, and in that
instant a brand has lost a bit of loyalty.
However, the fault often lies with the
technology solutions that promise to
enable personalization, but are falling
short of the capabilities that will drive
brand loyalty.

"Loyalty will continue to
be a critical strategic
imperative to support
business growth as it
enables first-party data
activation, provides value
to customers throughout
their lifecycle, helps with
channel integration, and
it is the force behind
personalization to
ultimately create brand
love and advocacy."
Paulo Claussen, Michaels

How Consumers
Experience Current
Personalization
Techniques
Clearly, current personalization
techniques aren’t working to drive
brand loyalty and customer
engagement. A recent study of
+1000 consumers in the US showed
that:
45% of consumers are deleting
over half of the email offers they
receive
The top 3 reasons why
consumers delete offers are:
What’s offered isn't
something they’re interested
in purchasing (55%)
Item being offered is not
relevant to their stage of life
(56%)
Offer value is too small
(36%)

45%

In order to create the right kinds of
personalized offers or experiences,
brands need to collect first-party data
from their customers, and then
activate that data in seamless ways.
Modern consumers are accustomed
to digitally-native experiences that
are more tailored to their exact
needs (think Netflix
recommendations or curated Spotify
lists) and are unlikely to give their
money or personal data to brands
that won’t create those seamless
experiences.
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Consumers are frustrated about the
lack of personalization they’re seeing
after brands have asked them to
share their personal information.
Only 40% of consumers believe
brands are using the personal
information they’ve provided to
create better offers or experiences
for them. The other 60% of
respondents believe they’re getting
the same offers as their peers, even
though they have different shopping
habits and preferences. No wonder
consumers are growing wary of
providing their personal information.
In addition to being frustrated by the
overwhelming number of mass offers
they recieve, modern consumers
demand speed from brands. When
they provide their data to a brand,
over 50% expect it to be used in
personalized offers within a week of
it being provided. This level of
speedy personalization is practically
impossible for most brands today,
due to the lack of capabilities from
current personalization technology
providers.
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The Current
State of
Personalization
Technologies
Brands know they need to create
better personalized experiences to
alleviate the issues outlined above.
Unfortunately most of the martech
solutions available today are only
creating incremental improvements
for the brands using them. Today’s
tools are not providing the value or
end state that consumers are
demanding. Most personalization
tech is only focused on creative
personalization and not the actual
promotional components of the offer
while micro-segmentation or smart
segments are still connecting
consumers to mass offers.

“Personalization used to
be a nice-to-have but
now it is a have-to-have.
It is an expectation of the
customer that they
receive relevant offers to
them. We are tasked with
knowing what they have
told us and what they
haven’t told us but done
in order to personalize
their experiences.”
Erin Levzow,
Del Taco Restaurants Inc.

Let’s dig a little deeper into some of what the tools brands are using today can actually
personalize:

1
Micro-Segmentation
One approach to personalizing generic brand communications is to increase the number of
customer segments, and tailor messages to each of those segments. Simple macro segmentation
often includes 1st party attributes such as gender and age as segmentation attributes. As we
continue down the spectrum towards micro-segmentation, attributes such as occupation,
relationship status, household income, and geographic location might also be incorporated.
This approach poses multiple challenges. First, brands must gather, analyze, and keep all
customer data current. Second, as the amount of data being used to customize brand
communications grows, it generally increases the cost of developing and managing copy and
creative assets.
Most brands realize that the cost/benefit of this approach reaches a breaking point long before
they’ve collected enough data to truly treat customers as individuals. Collecting customer data on
even 10 unique attributes into 3 distinct categories results in over 1,000 segments, and then
brands have to decide which of those attributes to focus a message on.

2
Smart Segmentation
Many tools now exist to address exactly the problem of choosing which attributes are likely to be
the most important to a consumer. Smart segmentation uses artificial intelligence (AI) tools to
consume all available data and determine exactly which customer attributes are most important
for effective segmentation.
This enables brands to consume all available customer attributes with a range of values for
responses, potentially resulting in thousands of segments. Accounting for all information known
about a customer is an important step toward truly personalized interactions, but what’s left is the
challenge of managing different interactions with each of these segments.

3
Journey Orchestration
The approach of using ‘customer journeys’ as a guideline for managing customer interactions
relies on using key milestones as triggers for specific communications. For example, downloading
a merchant’s app might be designated as a signal to offer a discount on the customer’s first appbased purchase. Completing a 10th coffee purchase might be designated as a good time to send
an offer for a free product.
Using journeys as a guideline for customer communications can be used with or without
additional segmentation data, but still leaves some major challenges unsolved. Customer
journeys (on their own) assume that all customers will interact with the brand in a similar,
predictable manner. Customer journeys with segmentation may leverage some of this
individuality, but can add further complexity both for the number of rules a brand employs, and the
volume of creative or copy assets that must be managed.

Ultimately, despite the best efforts of brands to create personalized messages and offers the
consumer is left with the same poor experience. Offers are transactional and brands are losing
market share. Which is why the 75% of U.S. consumers we mentioned earlier have adjusted their
shopping behaviors by switching to new brands during the COVID-19 pandemic. The top three
reasons for shopping for a new brand were value, availability and convenience.

"With the speed of
technology and all of its
benefits,
there is little reason not to
be able to deliver a
personalized, holistic, and
omnichannel CX, including
loyalty program benefits, to
a “segment” of each
individual customer in the
not too distant future."
Joe Gouveia, Variant

Untapped Brand Value
from Better
Personalization
While the current state of
personalization technology and
customer experiences is maddening
to everyone involved, there is hope
on the horizon. Reports show that
one way brands can release the
pressure being put on them by
modern consumers is personalized
offers.
BCG analysis showed redirecting
25% of mass promotion spending to
personalized offers would increase
brands’ ROI by 200%, but currently,
US retailers currently spend only
about 5% of their shopper & trade
marketing budgets on personalized
offers, so there is a huge opportunity
for retailers who are willing to make
this shift.

"Brands can create value
by building experiences
and emotional connection
with consumers, thereby
creating relationships that
transcend the sale of
goods and services. As
consumers, I believe we
build the deepest
relationships with brands
that personalize their
outreach and experiences.
Personalization at scale is
perhaps the biggest
challenge and opportunity
for brands today."
Leo Griffin, Hanes Brands

Consumers' sentiments are aligned
with what researchers are saying
about the power of personalized
offers. They’re are positively
influenced by certain kinds of
personalization:
64% of consumers said they
would complete a purchase from
an offer if the discount or reward
amount aligns to the amount they
normally spend
The top 3 things consumers want
personalized in their offers are:
Inclusion of a discount or
reward amount that aligns to
the amount they normally
spend (64%)
Brands or styles they
regularly purchase (59%)
Offerings aligned with their
past shopping history (54%)
Clearly consumers want better
personalization in return for their
loyalty and dollars. And brands have
a clear path to significant revenue
growth if they can harness the right
kinds of personalization tools and
processes to serve the desires of
their modern customer base.
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The Next Frontier of
Personalization
With investments in eCommerce,
mobile apps and loyalty programs,
most brands have the data they need
for personalization, but they don't
have the data structures and
technology platforms in place to
create the kinds of personalized
offers that will drive real brand loyalty
and customer retention.
Brands need to modernize their tech
stack to actually personalize the
types of things that will drive new
customer behavior, deepen
engagement and ultimately create
long-term revenue value from their
customer base. Brands that keep
focusing on tools that provide only
incremental improvements will
stagnate and lose to their digitallynative competitors.

The types of technology capabilities
brands need to focus on
implementing for personalized offers
are:
Fully integrated and agnostic
with existing marketing stack
(CDP, Channel and Loyalty
systems)
Provide a marketer-enabled selfservice platform
Automate dynamic offer
generation
Offer machine learning-powered
optimization of offer journeys
Scale the execution and
fulfillment of personalized offers
to millions of customers

"COVID-19 accelerated adoption of digital technology
and enhancements in technology across several
industries. Simply put, consumers expect that brands
know what they want based on their preferences and
data collection. And they will naturally gravitate
towards brands that recognize their need and deliver
experiences seamlessly. 
Anjali Iyer, Marriott International

Starting the Journey to
Personalization
Clearly it's time for brands to get
started on this journey toward
personalized offers - consumers are
demanding it and first-mover brands
are going to be the ones that take
the largest share of that $70 Billion
dollar pie. According to BCG a “large
convenience and drug chain in North
America scaled a branded-offer
capability that allowed vendors to
fund personalized offers at scale.
During the pandemic, this enabled a
significant shift away from mass
promotional funding... the capability
generated $100 million in net
incremental revenue and increased
the number of customers interacting
with personalized offers by 50%.”
That’s a huge gain for the company,
especially during a period of time
when consumer shopping habits
were rapidly shifting.
Powerful personalization technology
exists today , and first-mover brands
that tackle this challenge now are
going to achieve massive revenue
gains, while those that lag behind are
likely to be put out of business by
their competitors.

"Personalization is more
than just knowing a
customer’s name; it’s
about leveraging customer
data to build relationships
with consumers that
deliver relevant and
compelling experiences.
Consumer’s busy lives
mean that they have less
time to search for
products and information –
by providing the most
relevant content at the
right time allows
companies to keep their
products top of mind.”
Bryce Boothby, McDonald's

Customers are important.
Digital is moving fast.
We all could use a little help keeping up with
the changing times.
This community is a place for digital leaders,
marketing executives and loyalty innovators
to connect, share best practices and learn
from each other on building that most
authentic customer experience for our
respective businesses.

